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Release Notes for Patch Release#6245

1 Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev50
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev33

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6243.

OXUIB-2454 Mail compose does not handle password option for Drive mails correctly
If the Drive Mail dialogue is cancelled, the original settings will not be restored correctly.
This is solved by ensuring that the original data is not deleted.

OXUIB-2366 Empty drafts are moved to trash on close instead of being deleted
Option for a ”hard delete” was not available until the latest update of the compose API.
Now empty/unchanged compositions space will use the new param ”harddelete”, to solve this is-
sue.

OXUIB-2460 Virtual folder ”Unread/Unseen” does not show mails
io.ox/mail//viewOptions/virtual/all-unseen/thread set to true was not supported.
This has been solved bymaking codemore robust and use unthreaded option for all-unseen folder
in any case.

MWB-2252 Mail content not shown if mail css is not properly commented out
Broken mail. CSS commented out using HTML style (<!– –>) while style tags need to use CSS style
(/* */)
This has been solved by fixing comments in style tags. Mail still doesn’t look good but that is just
the mail styling itself.

MWB-2248 Unified Inbox only shows 1000 Mails
Wrong range passed to contained sub-accounts when checking for available mails.
Now pass proper range to contained sub-accounts when checking for available mails to solve this.

MWB-2246 Implementationof ”com.openexchange.imap.maxNumConnections” not correct
Property ”com.openexchange.imap.maxNumConnections” not strictly obeyed.
This has been solved by improving implementation for ”com.openexchange.imap.maxNumConnec-
tions” property.

MWB-2249 Movecontextfilestore tool issues with ’online-capability’
Context was disabled but it was directly enabled again even though the task was executed asyn-
chronously.
This has been solved by only enabling the context after the task has finished and also properly in-
validating the context cache.

MWB-2208 Appointment invitation not displayed
NO FIX!
Added logging for IMAP protocol error.
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3 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-2454, OXUIB-2366, OXUIB-2460,MWB-2252,MWB-2248,MWB-2246,MWB-2249,MWB-2208,
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